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The Old Ones

In India, the old ones
go into the forests to die
like American cats.
How different things
must look along the way
to the old ones
who trace the dark forest floor
looking for a bare place
to ponder death
and do so.
And how peaceful it must be
to die in the forest,
in unburdened
and unburdening solitude.
We are at the nursing home
there is red carpet, a smiling receptionist
the nurses and aides are bustling in the corridors,
it is a pulsing of life,
a pulsing of life that is exhaled
from the rooms of the old ones.
The slick get-well cards that frame your mirror
are a mockery of us, the living.
Somewhere far away I hear dishes and silverware
ln the kitchen
and wish that I could smell the food.
Hut all I smell is age,
age, incontinence
and humiliation for the old ones.
You are telling me about your teeth—
now they've worn down,
ow they wear down each time a nurse
thrusts her fist full of pills
mto your mouth.

3

Everyone is embarrassed
because of the way you talk.
They think that you are losing your mind
You know they think so
and it makes you cry,
and they are more embarrassed.
And you are obsessed with such circles
these days, everything you say
goes in ever-widening circles.
You live on a spin
that leads ever away
from the substance in the center,
and suddenly you stop, blink, and'
curse your body »
for not going with you.
My arteries are not hard,
yet I understand,
My Grandfather, how I love you.
And I find a peace
in the image of your blue pajamas—
the only motion in the stillness
as you enter the forest.
— Margaret E. Leslie
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First Poem
Late afternoon: the shadows made
long thin fingers that rose and brought the dark
his umbrella whirled and spun across the lawn
he mimicked its motion, made a hollow with his arms
and twirled inside it; made the earth
rise
the air
descend; he fell
eyes drifted up, caught the white
in the sky the pink beyond
cloud-men drifting apart in the dusk
— Kevin Martin

Beach Song
hot

sun
sand
green beach umbrella
fat man
belly out
blue
water
sky
bathing suit you
touching my leg
waves
soothe
audio nerves
sea
cool
breezes
soft
summer
haze
shaking
little
kids
dunked
by daddy's hands
in
the waves
screaming
.motor
boats
traverse
angled
waves
sucking on the sands
— Ted Bunker
5

From a Longer Poem
I have created (a thousand and more)
situations for those fatal Sunday afternoons
when you are faced with a four-hour return drive
leaving me
holding my desire
there is no reason for you not to go
you must leave
but you can never leave water
I move like water
in waves or tidal waves
you cannot leave me
and you don't
your pack is in the car
the key in the ignition
suddenly you decide that Kerouac
is right, at least in part
(it's a shame you haven't read him)
let love come before duty:
you toss the keys into the river
which does not run beside the house
we get lost in the woods
and following the stream
we find no civilization
you give me private instruction
in botany, later i teach you how
to water-ski and sail
In the ship/
the water gently rocks the boat
and slips into me
a soothing portion of sleep.
— Kyrla Lowe

Froglife

Thip thip thip thip mudsplat. Nzzzzzzz.
Nzzzzzzzzz
Nzzzzzz-tnyyyy zitstick; frip! glbp. Groa-a-a-k. Groa-a-a-k.
Rumblerumblerumble.
-How much farther Daddy Igottago.
-You can waitl we get there, can't you dear? said Mommy,
and throwing a worried eye over the shoulder. It's only a little
further.
It loomed namelessly alittlefurtherly at the end of the
gravelroad. Tommy slouched fidgetly in the back, his head
driving into the backrest cushion. Deeppocket fingle,
gottagogottagogot...
Rumblerumblerumble.
Fliggle-fliggle
mmmmmmm.
Pssssssss
drooooooo
cofcof. Tap tap tap thiswun.
Rumblerumblerumble.
Quiet in the car with leathersmell. Daddy sat and
steered, Mommy looked at the book and bit the pencil, Tommy
grabbed his fists and eyes. The car rundled on toward the
gravelroad.
-Dear, what's a nineletter word for like mishin airy.
Pause. Gottago.
-Ap is dollik said Daddy, and driving.
-Thank you dear said Mommy, and scritching the book
with the pencil.
-Is it Joey's birthday?
-Yesdear said Mommy, and scritching grindily.
Rumblerumblerumble.
Blip blip, Groa-a-a-k. Thip thip. Thip. Groa-a-a-k.
Shim mmmmmmm
pssssss
pit-pit,
pit•ttmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Pit, pit-pit, pit-pit

7

Rumblerumdidyrumdidyrumdidy.
The car shattled on the gravelroad.
-What timisit said Daddy.
-Wondeer said Mommy, and hanginghand limp.
Swingsqueeze, swingsqueeze, swingsqueeze.
-I gottago Daddy.
Rumdidyrumdidyrum.
Tap tap tap tap tap. Thiswun. Scrubby scrubby schnurgle.
Shrub shrub shrub, flipgiggle flup. Snapansnapall better now?
Tap tap tap
Rumdidyakkkkkkk
thumathumathuma.
Tommy cranked the door and squeezelegged to the bush.
There was a mirropond and he squirted.
pit-pit, pit-pit, pit-pspash! Yellowsmell spish! Thip thip
thip thip THIP
splub lub lub lub
-Mommydaddy! I peepeed on a froggy!
-Thats disgusting dear said Mommy how would you like it
if somebody peepeed on you said Mommy.
-But it was just a froggy....
-That will be enough thomas said Daddy, and pulling the
wheelstick.
Kkkkkkkkkkrumdidykrumdidyrumdidy.
Tap tap tap. Toediddle diddle dee; flipflop. Gurgledy
droooooo
-a few minutes is all said Daddy.
-Yessir veriwelsir followmesir said the glasswhite lady,
and tapping down the sheamy hall.
Tommy followed Daddy, handheld with Mommy.
-Does Joey live here?
-Yesdear said Mommy, and pulling handheld into the
cribroom.
Tip tip went Mommy's shoes, thmp thmp went Daddy's
shoes, tiptiptiptip went Tommy's shoes. Tap tap tap went the
blockwhite shoes of the glasswhite lady.
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-Which one is Joey?
-Number twenty wondeer said Mommy.
Tiptiptiptip tap thmp thmp tap tip tiptip tap. Toediddle
loom
toediddle
loom
loom
gurgle
loom
loom
LOOM!
pitpitpitpitpit
-Say happy birthday dear said Mommy.
-Go on thomas said Daddy.
Tommy stazed at the skinnyleg baby, and looked up
startleyed at Daddy.
-Go on thomas said Daddy.
-Is that Joey?
-Yesdear said Mommy. Say happy birthday dear.
-But
I thought Joey was-Go on thomas said Daddy.
Tommy stazed at his big brother through the cribslats.
-Happy Birthday Joey.
LOOM!
LOOM!
LOOM!.... pitpitpi tpitpitpitpit... .hapeeeeee
LOOM!
burthdayeeeeee gaga ga ga gagy joeyeeeeeee. Curlcurl slat!
^at! slat! Wapanwap! slat! slat!
-Mommydaddy what's the matter with Joey?
-I'm afraid he's a little restless today said the glasswhite
lady I'm afraid he's just a little excited.
-Lets godear said Mommy goodbye Joey and throwing the

eye.

-Goodbye joseph said Daddy and walking down the
°ribrow.
LOOM! pitpitpitpit loom loom loogurgledy. pitpit. Tiptip
J^P thmp tap tip tip tap tap tiptip. Gurgledy gurgle,
loediddledy dee, drooooooo

9

Rumblerumblerumble.
Daddy sat and steered, Mommy scritched the book,
Tommy flippered the ashtray.
-Ap is dollik doesn't seem to work dear said Mommy.
-But it was just a froggy mummed Tommy,
rumblerumblerumble.
— David L. Bacon
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My Lalage
THAT MAN WHO IS PURE AND UPRIGHT IN LIFE
can snub the knight's armor, Fuscus,
and the quiver's full load,
poison tipped;
whether he journeys through blist'ry Syrtis,
whether his course includes: baneful
Caucasus, or spots licked
by fabled Hydaspes.

Look't me—
(there's a wolf in Sabine Forest)—
hummin' "my Lalage" and by
NO TRESPASSING
signs I wander
carefree
(he fled
me,
ME UNarmed).
(No beast like this
ever stocked the broad oaks
of Apulia's boys,
nor was sowed in Juba's yard,
dry wetnurse of lions.)

Deliv er me to a fallow field
where no tree is born by summer breeze;
to s
°me foggy stretch of earth depressed
by dreary Day.
Ss
under a chariot too near
a sun in
an orphaned land,
^elliflu ously laughing Lalage I'll love,
mellifluously eloquent.
— Horace I. 22
Translated by Andrew Aronson
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Canti Colorati
Tu, chi per tutti stranieri sei I'anima dell'alba.
I
giallo
Magnificence of now,
not when
at some future time, we
chance to meet again,
and meeting, find these
eyes in strange obscurity
which now do sing in light.

II

verde
Our disparate prides
call each other names,
yet I, who never possessed
true pride,
am lost in the fan-fares,
fan-dances, fan-fantastic
intricacies of your Incan heritage,
which stands in the perpetual shadow
of that one ancestral peak.
Do you, an Atahualpa risen,
too throw hapless hearts
down into mistless valleys
in sacrifice to gods of pride?

HI

azzurro
In song my life with you might live;
your eyes in light and simple awkward

12

grace sang to me in tongues,
and made me understand.
But now a jaded sun pours yellow stripes
on endless black Ohio roads that do not
lead where you, with all your tall thin tones could
bring release, and, singing
Sleek Thighs, re-create
those eyes closed in light, that simple
awkward grace, my life with you in song.

IV
rosso
I walk the cold grey mapled walks
and stalk the colder cruise-and-choose
meatracks of Woolworth's and the park
and think I hear a strain of
song that, simply,
belongs to you, but the tones
are not tall, not thin, not cool enough,
lack light, and are not yours...
V
nero
A little bouncing ball of moon
enjoys me brightly on the
scaling waters of the Ohio rivers,
but the lyrics are not yours—
tomorrow's sun will lay
bis path on roads
that lead not to where you are,
but to Ohio
my homeland and my tomb.
— Mitch Webb
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Silence
Silence is motionless beauty:
colorless, formless,
it is touchless
by hand of art
Silence is not struck
from man to marble; neither
is a mountain
moored in white
Yellow light wings
over green
leaves on lake
water swirl under dark
cypress
Silence goes first
while it follows last:
Round blue on a black screen,
silence is that sphere
inside I sing
— William Cooper

Love Poem
Crouched at the side of the road,
I watched the people's blanched faces.
They've gone into the hills,
Not contented with their thoughts.
The streets were bare,
Not even animals stirred.
My face in a puddle's blurred.
14

Wanting to pounce,
I could hear my joints but
Her presence oiled my knees.
She walked slowly through the doorway of
The Kansas City Number Eleven.
I flinched at her haggardness;
Six years it's been.
Now we are one:
I won't be cold any more.
— Paul Grimes

mama
blue nylon lifting around her knees
she moves with no sound to me
she is so thin her bones like birds'
like a brown wren's
they will shatter into splinters of porcelain
into slivers of bone flung through the air
like quills
or silent sleet.
she puts her arm around me
there is no power there but
they quiet me
her gentle brown wing about me
feathers fluttering softly
her veins blue and pulsing
a warm wren skeleton.
— Karen Pool
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Cold
There is a cold which plunges
through the flesh in blunt arrows
probing to the bonepits
and fracturing the marrow.
But what is worst about cold
—worse than the thrill
of inward puncture and invasion—
What is worst about cold is
its leaving.
70° is 20°
61° is 15°
- 32°
multiply times five-ninths
so fahrenheit is centigrade.
The true cold is absence
stripped away in layers of degrees
until the mind reels senseless against the loss.
Mindless how much was once possessed
which is now—gone robbed by cold.
Cold doesn't stab, the worst cold
retreats until the soul is suspended in a vacuum
which no amount of clothing can recapture and fill.
I am lost in the emptiness of my rough clothing
and dizzy with incalculable numbers unreasonably cold.
My hands have not gloves.
I am lost and dizzy and dreaming in a wood
of no air, breathing only the vapors of the snow
smothering the trees, so many white bones petrified.
My hands have not feeling
(nothing is not stolen) only clasping and pulling
remain as meager instructions from the last of my wille cold too clasps and pulls, peels filaments from my fingerS

18

Through clarity wrought of void
my sinuses empty and the dizziness of sudden loss
ceases. I struggle to rise; the cold retreats again
stunning me. 70° is 20° - 32°
There is no absolute zero.
I am in another part of the wood.
I am in another deaf hollow of trees and snow.
There is no absolute zero.
The closure of cold is complete.
The cold is a dark egg, and I am in the center.
The eggwall is ever stealing away,
denying me,
impervious.
— Robert S. Eichler

On Verlock's Murder
Mr. V on the sofa, reposing gently on the sofa,
Mrs. v.
by the door of bedlam's wonder, stepped out—
now
a free woman stripped in drizzled streetlamps, by
darkness,
d Maniacal vacuum totters, shoulder to shoulder,
su '
ed
funnels in public quicksand, heaving among
bu^i
neo ^snaPs °f heels and blinking sirens, racing depths out to
in blares of sheens and sprays,
Qu n,
en *° eternal sounding, crumbled . . .
his h rests on the sofa
Pipe at on the floor in a pool of blood,
float°rgan music faintly heard,
Mr l?g hat receiving spectator's fees.
knife • in domestic bliss,
handle sticking out at right angles.
— S. Thomas
19

Stronger Things
I have given up
my security.
I have realized
the fragility
of even
the strongest things.
What if
the cars should stray
from their appointed paths
and ever so slightly
over-run their dotted guidelines?
What then?
The strongest things
are permitted a fault or two
and even stop signs
are merely requests
I am well acquainted
with the delicate boundaries
between trust
and the sickening rush of fearOne night
in troubled transit home,
the car surged through
the suggestion to stop
and plunged headlong
into a roaring trap
of lights and splintered glass
Later that night,
I closed my eyes to my pillow
and tried not to hear
the futile shrieks of slipping brakes
and the meshing sound
of metal and glass,
a sharp and pointed sound
admitting the impermanence of steel—

20

I have given up my security.
I have realized
the fragility
of stronger things.
— Diane L. Rode

Memory
Memory is elusive
like a fly tonight—
toothcombs, mindcombs.
(I'm thinning badly).
Even the swatter
is useless.
I've tried the fence
method: steel bars,
walled concrete;
still she buzzes
through me. Now I'm
all Venus-jaws
with breath like a
pesticide, a cold slap
of snake against flesh.
Once stunned
I'll pull her,
wing by wing.
— Woody Newman
21

Daniel

It was early April, and the hills that held the cemetery
wei e almost black with rain. Daniel stood weeping beside his
mother's grave.
She s dead, he cried plaintively. I'm dead.
And he was dead.
He was in her coffin, embracing her, holding on to as
much as he could.
He was cold, so cold, without his mother.
His tears were heavy, as heavy as the rain. They
maddened his eyes.
He looked into the hills, and he knew from the blackness
that he was lost.
The hills used to glow with his mother's presence. They
used to vibrate with the sound of her footfall.
But they were dead now, and so was his mother, and so
was he. They were all dead and buried and forever estranged.
He kneeled to see the dead ground around the grave. He
touched the ground with both hands. He leaned forward and,
with all of his weight, pressed toward his mother. But his hands
only slipped in the mud. He knew that they were apart for good
now, trapped in their respective deaths.
On the grave he felt little hairs of grass. He had planted
them there the day after the funeral, and they were finally
eginning to sprout. They were a carpet of wispy green. They
were like fingers. His mother was coming from the ground to
meet him.
When she would lie on a hill in her bright green dress, he
could barely distinguish her from the ground. If the grass was
high enough she wouldn't protrude and he wouldn't find her and
0 W0Tf r\ ke^n to cry. But the grass had to be pretty highan*pl would begin to cry, his mother would stand up
Au
nd he would fly into her arms. And with her lips she would dry
.1S (reaming eyes. There was solace beneath her heavy
> eatlnng, and peace in the rhythm of her blood. They woulo
. lp o e ground, and with his head tight against her stomac >
he would become nothing.

22

Nothingness was so clean and joyful. Daniel would soar
through it like a lark, turning, and spinning, and
wingspreading. Entombment in his mother's stomach was his
very freedom. He reveled in it. He wheeled and spun and
triumphed in it.
Then he would awake with his head in her lap and the
sound of her voice echoing through the hills. Her voice was
deep and sensuous. With it she could tune the sky and get the sun
to dance. She would bounce it off the hills, striking magic with
each carom. It would flow into Daniel's ears and sink into his
bones and make him want to dance. He would turn his head a bit
and catch the music in his mouth and eat of it as one would eat of
fruit. He would eat of it madly, and it would keep him clean.
Then he would rise, along with his mother, and soar into a
dance that couldn't be helped. They would dance for hours,
submerged in the joy of each other. When the dance ended
Daniel would collapse into his mother's perspiring arms. He
would collapse happily, unthinkingly. He would burrow into her
embrace. He would be secure.
His hands were slipping on the muddy ground. He snapped
°utof his revery and felt the rain soaking through his clothes
and into his skin. It chilled him to the quick. It chilled the life
right out of him. He wanted to sink into the mud and be buried
with his mother.
He stood up and drew himself together, hoping for a little
warmth. But the only warmth he could ever know was the
warmthhehad known from his mother. The only life was the
rhythm he had found in her blood. But she was cold and dead
n°w, and he was cold and dead as well.
He started to leave the cemetery. His movements were
°w and painful. Mud had squeezed into his shoes and was
jmmbing his feet. He slipped with nearly every step. But he
ardly cared. He gazed in the direction of home, but could see
0 hing. Death had descended opaquely upon the hills.
He walked on through the blackness, each step a dubious
n^- He knew that soon he would fall, and slide down the hill, and
^et covered with mud, and not want to get up, but lie there
nstead, and soak into the earth, and be done with it all. So when
e did fall, he wasn't surprised.
He laid in despair at the bottom of the hill. He was dazed

23

by the fall, dazed by the harshness of the rain. He was slipping,
slipping, slipping, through the mud, and back to his mother. He
closed his eyes and was with her again.
The sun was soft and warm. Its rays undulated evenly
over the hills. They sprinkled into Daniel and his mother,
infusing them with a sense of vagueness, a sense of relaxed
chaos. Daniel and his mother flowed easily together, losing
themselves in one another. Daniel slept in oblivion.
When he began to come to he felt his mother with him. He
came slowly, gradually, so his mother could keep up. Step by
step they came, siowly, graduaHy. Finally he opened his eyes,
and there she was before him, resurrected and walking his
way Daniel clambered to his feet. The rain had let up, and he
could see gladness in his mother's eyes. The hills were coming
a lve again. The sun was beginning to dance. Daniel started to
run. e ran with abandon, his strides long with joy. His mother
was a ead, waiting to enclose him, so he ran as fast as he couldFinally he reached her and he threw his arms around her
and he squeezed with all of his being.
But—it wasn't his mother. It hadn't the rhythm that he
Knew from his mother, it hadn't the warmth and the softness.
He could sink into his mother and cease to exist. She would bury
im eep in her folds, wave upon wave upon wave of folds. He
would cease to exist.
But he was existing now, in this embrace. There was no
gentle descent into oblivion here. He felt that to surrender was
° also be crushed. From out of nowhere he found some hard
and vital senses. And with these he fought to maintain his beinghr 6
battle flowed quickly into his bones,
brought him to a feverish pitch. It burned away the rain and the
aarkness.lt even burned away his dead mother. It filled him
hold
blazing and painful life, and he fought desperately t0
the tbing be was fighting would not give up. It flailed
him
a
moio 1
punishing hardness; it crushed him with strongvo en arms; but it could not violate him. There was 3
hop .
hnrn^^^ within him that would not be pierced, a burning, new
born, inviolate hardness that seemed to be him himself. When,

24

in the course of the battle, this hardness was touched, it
exploded into a frenzy. It grew uncontrollably until it touched
the other's hardness, and then was repulsed almost helplessly
back by the frenzy of that other hardness. Back and forth they
went, back and forth frenziedly, until exhaustion finally put an.
end to it. As if by mutual consent, they climbed out of the
embrace.
Daniel felt a rush of embarrassment. Looking at the
ground, he mumbled a quick apology.
"I'm sorry," he said, "I'm sorry I got mud all over you. I
thought you were someone else."
And then he ran hot and frightened back into the hills. He
^new his mother was dead. She was cold and entombed and out
°f reach. So he just ran and ran and ran.

/

— Bill Hanner
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Poem
Only my blood speaks to you, in my veins...
—The Merchant of Venice

a small cloud covered the sun
and I was the target
consumed in shadow
pinned beneath a flame
not the target
the cloud passed
the world is only still
at certain inexplicable times
and then moves on
there have been other quiet places
in my career
where there is no noise for a while...
the air composed of crystal
captures the objects on a tablethings now opaque and meaningless—
the hand that placed them
upon a segment of plane
forgotten
there is the sound of blood
I cannot call my own
in my ears
and we are released
blood and I
the table is cleared
and the air is free to flow
once again
around this room

26

over our faces
over our eyes
enclosing walls
we never touch
— Michael Davis

The Gourmet
There are fathers who eat well and love to die.
Securing love tastefully, they wine likewise.
Glass rims touch, and slow words;
Cork grains languish, but there is no hint of vinegar.
"I'm grateful for your company," they say,
Then suggest the feast begin.
Steak, special for the occasion, and garlic bread
And turnips—hand-mashed, you are told—
Are arranged on plates in a kitchen out of view.
Seated at table, a second toast is joined.
Every mouthful the unspoken thoughts persist
(Of the wife who fled unpursued and the
Unknown mother who evoked passion since refined)
Which forsake your departure to
Linger over dishwater and under bedcovers,
And arouse dreams of red hair braided.
— Angus Paul
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Poem
I dream as I walk the roads
of the late afternoon. The golden hills,
the green pines,
the dusty oaks!...
I wonder where the road goes?
I sing as I walk, a traveler
along the path...
—evening is falling—
"The thorn of a passion
was piercing my heart;
one day I succeeded in pulling it out:
Now I can no longer feel my heart.
And for a moment, all the countryside
pauses, silent and shadowy,
meditating. The wind plays a song
in the poplars by the river.
The afternoon grows dim;
and the wriggling road
in its feeble whiteness,
becomes tangled and disappears.
Again my song laments:
"Oh, sharp, golden thorn,
if only I could feel you once more
enbedded in my heart. y y
— Antonio Machado
Translated by Richard Crowell
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Poem
i am a clock
i stand against the wall.
tears run down
my face.
each tear drips
down a cheek drops
off the edge of my face to
my breast slides
down my body along
my thigh slips
off my kneecap onto
the floor.
one tear
falls to
the stone
each minute.
drip
drop
drip
drop
i am a clock.
— Anara Guard
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One for Old Ransom
(for Jim Wright)

The old boy died, the
old gentleman, gardener
but no farmer, who only
sweated inwardly
A domestic, small, frjfil man
whose smiling cadences, mannered,
measured domestic agonies,
fooling a foolish neighborhood.
He displayed a gilt clock which
told the hours backwards.
Professorial, eager, he enjoyed
ironies which embarrassed us.
Notorious, never quite renowned,
confused by sporadic adulation,
6 d.ec lined t0 disappoint or confirm us;
1
sanded .fingers palmed the roses.
Hansom was a religious poet, who admired
he effusions 0f Ginsberg, disliked Donne.
viJ \e.\ a vision for Poetry, non-metaphysical:
s hound to the martyrdom of flesh....
A provincial, knowing little town
Fo11Sef aS U forgets the gentleman.
w, if any of us, ever knew Ransom.
His going will end that pretense ....
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He was our emeritus-poet-gentleman,
our claim-to-fame who stayed-at-home.
He founded a long defunct literary review
which could never quite bear his name.
Dead, superseded, his smile contains
our private dread of home-burials
nonetheless, we memorialize Ransom,
artilleryman disarmed, simple as Adam.
— Philip Church

Slowing Down a Little
Evening's gone.
and hysteria zooms out
from an unlit room.
The laughs nestle in the concrete
just outside.
We watch your pumpkin-smile
fix on the records where
all the dreams dance.
Here at the vanguard of impatience
I find I'm slowing down a little,
sensing futile feelings
and I'm giving in to a coldness.
Confusion is such a
gentleman's expense.
The typed letters with heedless grins
ask if you're still single.
Then they ask you to prove it.
— Beth Snyder
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In the Shadows of the Fallen Wood
Where the Red River flows
a man with brown hair
walks with a cigar in hand
where her hand was.
Passing through
the nest of blackened branches
hugging the mud
the smoke has blown
over the water.
Where it hangs in the shade
there are snakes
resting like curling phantoms
while his eyes are
on a darting tongue;
(which he imagines)
as if in warning that their bite,
their kiss, might make him wooden:
strewn there among them
as the smoke drifted
on away over the river.
— David Backstrand
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Notes on Contributors
David L. Bacon appreciates sounds.
Mark Jacobs visited Buzz Norton in Morocco last spring.
Kevin Martin is in love with New York City.
Kyrla Lowe writes long poems, section by section.
Philip Church teaches in the English Dept.
David Backstrand found Yale a bit too hectic.
Lucy Bixby bought a Saab in Maine.
Angus Paul speaks and writes with the same accent.
Jim Fryman understands funk; he is from Philadelphia.
Matthew Mees is fighting the invasion of cultural
schizophrenia.
Bill Hanner is not possessed by demons.
Michael Davis will visit Buzz Norton in New York City
soon.
Andrew Aronson spent two semesters in Greece.
William Cooper appreciates silence.
Woody Newman used to write quatrains.
Beth Snyder left her poem under the door.
Diane L. Rode understands stronger things.
Ted Bunker is a Young Turk who heads the Writing
Workshop.
Richard Crowell 'dreams as he walks the roads'.
Paul Grimes wrote a love poem.
Anara Guard has never heard of Buzz Norton.
Robert S. Eichler has been writing poems for only a short
time.
Mitch Webb uses Italian to great advantage.
Karen Pool is entranced by Eliot.
S. Thomas remains relatively anonymous,
arion Brody produced a coincidental match,
argaret E. (Peggy) Leslie: requiescat in pace.
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